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Model GA–52CX

the Model Ga-52CX heliFlux® Magnetic Locator 
is unsurpassed for locating objects such as shutoff valves, 
manhole covers and other iron objects covered by deep lay-
ers of snow and/or soil.

the instrument functions by detecting the magnetic 
field of the object. ice, snow, water, etc., do not affect its 
performance.

because the instrument detects the magnetic field of 
iron objects, it can detect these items at substantially greater 
range than conventional metal detectors.

Features:
enhanced target definition•	
unsurpassed detection range•	
Piezoelectric speaker•	
Clear, sharp detection signal pinpoints the target•	
no response to aluminum, brass, or copper•	
ease of operation reduces search time•	
with experience, user can distinguish between small •	
pieces of scrap iron and actual targets
40-hours operation (intermittent usage) on two economi-•	
cal 9-volt batteries
Modular construction•	
high performance components•	
weather protected controls•	
rugged lightweight carrying case•	
Patented heliFlux•	 ® sensors
7-year warranty•	
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Ga-52CX Locator w/Case 60150 1

MAC–51BX Magnetic & Dual 
Frequency  Pipe & Cable Locator

Lets you switch between HF & LF modes 
“on the fly”

Receiver/Transmitter Applications
with the cable locator function, underground telephone, 

utility and CatV cables, metallized warning tapes and fer-
rous/nonferrous pipes can be traced using inductive and/
or conductive modes.

Receiver Only Applications
with the magnetic locator function, buried manhole 

covers, water meters, valves and valve boxes, corner mark-
ers, marker magnets etc. — any object that has a magnetic 
field — can be precisely located.

Accessories
accessories supplied with the MaC-51bX include an 

earphone jack, a spare batteries holder and a conductive 
cable assembly with ground stake.

Features:
two active frequencies for pipe, cable and line tracing•	
Passive operation for locating iron and steel targets and •	
energized 50/60hz power lines
inductive and conductive signal coupling•	
extra heavy duty clips and cable•	
Peak and null operation for precise locating•	
Discrete sensitivity settings•	
receiver supplied with two environmentally friendly •	
9-volt lithium batteries
Piezoelectric speaker•	
45° depth measurement•	
Patented heliFlux•	 ® Sensors
Modular construction•	
3-year warranty•	

Options: Mt-2 transmitter is for non-metalic pipe.
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MaC-51bX Mag. & Cable Locator 60145
MaC-51bX inductive Clamp 60146
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